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NOVEMBER 20, 2003
Perhaps I am naYve and cannot
grasp how an applicant with
exceptional grades, a challenging
undergraduate curriculum, unique
life experiences, a Nobel Peace
Prize, space travel on a shuttle
mission and four Pulitzer Prize's
would be unlikely for admission
if their LSAT score falls. short of
a school's arbitrary cutoff
number. It seems unjust that an
applicant who has not shown
themselves capable of anything
for their first twenty-one years on
Earth and has shown absolutely
no indication of any future
contribution will be a better
candidate for admission .if they
meet or exceed the same arbitrary
number. As someone who might
be a colleague of yours one day,
which student would you want
working alongside of you?
Students who have excelled in
their four years of undergraduate
study often have the cards
stacked against them if they are
not . first-rate test takers. There
are however, ways for schools to
battle back the temptation of
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BY MICHAEL MANN, '06
Ov~r the next few months
first-year applicants to UB and
law schools across the country
will find their long anticipated
admission results stuffed in their
mailboxes. Some envelopes will
carry acceptance letters and
glossy brochures inviting them to
join a prestigious school, while
many, more than ever before, will
have a one-page form letter that
reads something to the sound of:
"The admissions committee has
completed a thorough review of
your' application and regret to
inform you that it is our decision
to deny admission."
As the nation's economy
continues to slope downward and
the job market shrinks, the
number of applications to the 181
ABA law schools will continue to
rise. Graduating college seniors
will do almost anything to avoid
the marketplace and have found

temporary cover in prestigious
graduate programs. The sharp
increase in applicants has put
even more pressure on law
schools to court the most talented
students to join their ranks.
While students have put their
reputations into the hands of law
school admission committees,
admission committees have
placed their school's own
academic reputations into the
hands of commercial law scQool
rankings such as the one released
annually by US. News and World
In the world of
Reports.
academia, it seems like an ugly
race to reign at the top of the top,
and through pressure from alumni
and administration, admission
officers have been reduced to
relying too heavily on
standardized exams as the
deciding factor for an applicant's
acceptance.

PROFESSOR PROFILE:
NADIA SHAHRAM
STAFF

Q: Where are you originally
from: city, state, country?
A: I was born in Tehran, Iran and
at the age of 7 my family moved
to Borujerd -from the province of
Lorestan.
Q: Where did you go to
undergrad and law school?
A: I got my bachelor's degree
and JD degree from UB.
Q: Married? Children?
A: I am married to Dr. Paras
Prasad and have two absolutely
beautiful daughters, Melanie and
Natasha.
Q: Area of practice, what did
you want to practice when you
were in law school and what did
you actually practice after law
school?
A: When I first started law
school, I wanted to become an
immigration attorney and advo
cate only for refugees and people
who could not afford high fees of
immigration attorneys. At that
time law school only offered one
immigration course (which I
took). In 1997, when I graduated
from Law School and had my

second daughter Natasha, we
moved for a year to Zurich and
Paris to spend my husband's sab
batical. While we were living
over-seas I was introduced to the
concept of mediation and I sim
ply fell in love with it. So when
we came back here in 98, I found
out that Buffalonians are not very
big on mediation and in particular
matrimonial mediation. I took the
challenge upon myself to open an
office, which solely practices
matrimonial mediation. I went
through basic and advanced train
ing in Rochester, New York and
at Harvard.
Q: Current practice, what area
of law do you practice, what are
some of the hardest things about
your job and what are the
rewards?
A: It is heart breaking to see that
couples get caught into resent
ment and blame. They do not
know how to get out of this cycle
of unhappiness and hurtfulness.
The best reward for me as a mat
rimonial mediator is when they
leave my office with much dimin1

ished anger towards each other
and a real sense of hope. They
actually look forward to end an
unhealthy relationship and look
forward to a new beginning. And
this is what I call a spiritual di
vorce.
Q: Your teaching, What made
you want to teach your current
course?
A: When I was a student at UB
law school, there were not so
many different kinds of courses
to choose from and I thought that
it would be nice to offer students
some choices. Even more so after
the tragedy of 9/11 I was deter
mined to offer the UB law stu
dents a chance to be exposed to
family laws in Eastern Countries,
which are totally different from
our American Laws.
Q: What other .courses would
you like to teach or what other
courses do you have an interest
in?

seemingly mechanized admis
sions.
One possible solution is for
schools to collectively agree to
release data to law school ranking
services on only their top twenty
five percent of LSAT scores from
admitted students, which would
relieve the pressure felt to admit
students strictly by their numbers.
Law schools choosing to omit in
formation on students whose
LSAT scores were not in a class'
top quarter, would allow more ,lee
way for admission officers to re
view the other seventy five per
cent of its applicants holistically.
Perhaps if schools were able to
remove some of th~ir accepted
students from the scrutiny of
magazine editors, admission staff
and talented professors serving on
admission committees could re
turn to the practice of admitting
the qualified applicant, even if
their standardized test scores fall
short of an arbitrary number.

A: Presently I am working to
develop yet another course Do
mestic Violence in Moslem
Families?for the fall semester. I
would be offering the same
course Religion, Family Law
and Culture?in the spring. I am
currently engaged in a research
on the Topic of Temporary
Marriage?which is a short dura
tion contractual marriage cur
rently being practiced in Iran. I
also intend to write a book on
this subject.
Q: What do you want or expect
students to get out of your
class?
A: I would like them to develop
a keen awareness that what Is
lamic Countries are preaching
about Islam is very dependent
on their interpretation of Islam.
Q: Where do you see yourself
professionally, 10 years from
now?
I hope to have accomplished a
major goal of successfully hav
ing changed couples approach to
divorce. At UB I hope that we
would be offering many courses
dealing with global sociopoliti
cal issues. And you never know
I might be the second female
president of UB.
Ms. Shahram taught at UB
Law during the spring of2003.
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BY PATRICK D~ARCY~ '06
I'd like to mention the obvious:
we are all interested in getting the
"right" job during and after law
school, and more importantly,
keeping it.
While we tend to think that
those from the highest ranked
schools land the "best" jobs, there
is considerable evidence that
pedigree only initiates interest.
You still have to impress the person making the hiring decision,
and I have met many people from
"prestigious" schools that I would
never hire. Let's assume your
resume triggered interest, and
your "screening" and "fly-back"
interview landed you gainfully
employed at the firm of Big, Bigg
and Bigger. Now, you must do
more than survive, you must
thrive. But, when a firm is about
to fire or lay off its attorneys, it
needs to go into "stealth" mode.
You need to know the signs that
the axe is about to fall - before it
falls on you. Here are some of
the more common signs that all is
not well.
You perceive that the partner's
attitude toward you has changed.
Be sensitive to it. When the partner is acting differently toward'
you, by being unfriendly, standoffish or even avoiding you -- be
concerned. What is the reason?
Are you making her upset? Review your actions. Did you tell
the partner that you were going to
do something, and then never did
it? Did you make the partner look
bad? Have you embarrassed the
partner at a meeting, or by saying
things that reflect negatively on

her? The partner is like the fam- You get practically no feedback
ily dog: he will continue to wag anymore, not even from your
his tail when he sees you, pro- partner. If your partner's attitude
has also changed, it is time to
vided that you treat him well.
The firm gave you a written start packing before you get the
warning, or took disciplinary ac- . boot.
tion against you more than once. The firm has begun laying off
While they may say that this is to employees, and you are among
"improve" your performance and the highest paid. Usually, the new
"help" you succeed, a better in- hires are the first to be let go,
terpretation is that the firm is right after the temporary help is
building a case to fire you. Even booted. Management begins
verbal warnings of a subtle nature looking at numbers, and then they
can be used to build a case. begin saying, "Hey, Jill could do
Read the firm's employee hand- Mary's job," or "We could re
book to see if a written final place Steve with someone
warning is needed before they cheaper."
can fire. Although most firms
The firm's revenues are lag
operate under "at-will" employ- ging, and do not have good man
ment, they still like to have writ- agement in place
ten documentation to support to correct itself. In my experi
your firing in ca&e you sue. ence, I have been utterly amazed
However, one way around this at the level of ignorance at the
problem is to lump you in with a top. For one thing, they talk in
group layoff (called a "reduction jargon or slang that is not easily
in force") and say that the busi- understood. Using slang which is
ness conditions eliminated your subject to varying levels of inter
pretation is an easy way to mask
job.
Most days, you sit and twiddle what they don't know. An examyour thumbs. This is a big warn- ple: "You'll have to boost pro
ing. It is unreasonable for a firm ductivity and find ways to cut
, to keep y~u on th~ P~Y.T~>!l if;7ou c.o~~-" It_. i,s perfe~tly reasonable
· perform minimal ·seFV-tees-:• What · ·thaFcompailies fake=steps~o -id-..:
happened that you find yourself crease their output and find ways
in such a position? You must to process the work cheaper.
think about transferring to some- However, when you ask them
thing solid, and start doing some how, they reply, "There are ways,
internal marketing to work for I'm sure, so get back to me with
another partner with something the new process that meets these
objectives." See the trap? Trying
more substantive.
Handle this in a very low-key to get specifics puts them in the
hot seat of knowing how things
way.
Influential people within the firm get done, and they don't know.
hardly respond to your memos. Therefore, they put it back on

you. If major accounts have re
cently defected, and the customer
base is dwindling, then it is only a
matter of time before they fire
you. I mean it would be a real
drag if they had to forgo their
usual bonus when firing you real
izes the needed cost savings.
You , were excluded from a
meeting you normally attend.
Suppose you usually attend the
departmental meeting, but this
time, you were not invited. I
wouldn't rationalize it, and hope
all is well. What was their reason?
It could be that you are not going
to be in the department long, and
your presence is not needed.
Slights like this are intentional..
The partner might make light of it,
but that's because he is not in the
position to
fire you, yet.
Senior management wants
"flow charts" on how the work is
performed. This is a dead give
away. When management above
you needs this level of detail,
plans are underway to eliminate
jobs. They need specifics, so they
can figure out whom to give the
axe. Remember, though, the peo
p1tf making these decisions are
usually clueless about the impact
of their actions, and if mistakes
are made, they'll blame it on you
as you are being laid off or fired.
A new associate shows up, and
you are required to introduce him
to your accounts and "show her
the ropes." Game over.
Continued on page 3.
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(CONTINUED FROM P. ) )
Sure, ·schools could pad their
LSAT scores in the top twenty
five percent of their class through
large scholarships for high scor
ers, but then ranking services
would be forced to look past a
number and evaluate other impor
tant elements such as its faculty,
program diversity, bar passage
rate and percentage of students
employed after graduation. Law
schools should be in the business
of accepting applicants that will
make the best students and the
best lawyers, not only opening
their doors to the best test takers.

. Many of these flaws will con
tinue to remain on the back
burner, but the influence of the
LSAT raises the essential ques
tion of what schools should be
looking for in its applicants. Per
haps it is time to end the LSAT
numbers game and return the
exam to the place it was origi
nally developed for, a mere com
ponent to an admission process,
developed to predict an appli
cant's fitness for legal studies and
ultimately the practice of law. It
is scary to think there will be
soon be an outrageous number of
new attorneys who have never
really had a prior commitment to
the study of law or any future in
terest in the practice of it.

WARNING!
(CONTINUED FROM P. 2)
The "rope" is the one that you
are now tying around your own
neck. Make some quick moves,
line up a new job, and make a fast
exit while there is still time.
The best antidote is to control
key accounts or acquire indispen
sable skills, such as detailed
knowledge of complicated areas
of the law. If you can control the
money into the firm, or become a
large factor in its production, then
you have indeed mastered the key
ingredients to career longevity.
Patrick Darcy is president ofa
closing company in San Fran-

cisco, a subsidiary of E-Loan,
the nation's largest internet
loan originator.
Previously,
Pat worked at the Dallas head
quarters of Centex Corp., an
international real estate con
tractor, and was Corporate
Vice President and Chief Title
Officer.
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SHIITE DEMOCRACY IN IRAQ
By·WILLIAM TRIGG, t04
In present day Iraq the Shiite

religious establishment is poised
to gain certain control of Iraq's
future political infrastructure.
The Shiite population of Iraq is
comprised of sum 14 million peo
ple and almost 65% of Iraq's total
population. Although concen
trated in the south of Iraq, Bagh
dad's suburbs are filled with mul
titudes of this religious majority.
Formerly an oppressed people,
their fate is drastically changed
with the U.S. coalition victory. It
is in this new environment that
Iraqi Shiites will eventually de
cide on secular democratic- or
theological voting tendencies.
Far from being of one particular
theological persuasion, the Shi
ites of Iraq by numbers alone will
take control of whatever state or
federal apparatus provided by the
coalition. It is within this frame
work that Shiite leaders will yield
power through the allocation and/
or the possession of votes for
those candidates deemed accept
able.
Along theological grounds,

there will be the pre-Khomeini,
secular Shiites or those Shiites
aligned with the system of
Vilayat-e-Faqih, better under
stood as the notion of a supreme
jurist possessing authority in all
state matters. ie. Khomeinism.
The current available public in
formation concerning possible
political persuasions show that
most Iraqi Shiites prefer a secular
democratic model of government.
Although this might be true, it
does not dilute the power of the
Shiite clergy to direct, influence
or change the outcome of politi
cal contests. The three most in
fluential clerical or quasi-clerical
leaders including Ali Sistani, Ab
dulaziz Hakimi and Muqtada
Sadr are at the forefront of this
Iraqi Shiite democracy.
Ali Sistani, representing a
moderate Shiite line, will direct
votes for those following the tra
ditional "Hawza" (theological
university education system) line
of authority through recommen
dations and outward support for
desirable candidates most likely

to join secular democratic princi
ples with ethical and religious
astuteness.
Abdulaziz Hakimi, the deputy
chairman of the Supreme Council
of Islamic Resistance in Iraq
(SCIRI), if not a direct represen
tative himself, will also use his
voting block to influence local
and national elections in favor of
Shiite politicians of the Vilayat-e
Faqih affiliation. Although not a
public supporter of the theocratic
model, SCIRI's roots are inter
twined ideologically with the Ira
nian religious infrastructure. An
important goal of SCIRI is to
wait, observe, influence and vote
themselves into a theocracy.
Muqtada Sadr is another stra
tegic participant controlling an
expansive voting block. His po
litical aspirations are aggressive
and calculated. Sadr, if not ap
pointed to any position in a new
Iraqi government, will utilize his
voting contingent in order to pro
pel himself into legitimate politi
cal power. Sadr is clearly a Shi
ite advocate, but with Arab na-
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tionalist tendencies, it is not clear
who or what political ideology
he supports outside of his own
mix of radical Shiite Islam and
Iraqi nationalism.
Shiite democracy in Iraq will
originate from the Shiite clerics
already commanding substantial
support, as there is no trend to
support lower ranking religiously
uneducated clerics who do not at
this moment yield religious or
political power. The future of
Iraqi elections rest with the ideo
logical leanings of the Shiite es
tablishment and their intention to
run for public office or lend sup
port to other candidates.
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C AO i\G
BY JOHN RUDY,

'05

Terry McAuliffe, Chairman of should solidify his seat in the
the Democratic National Com- House, and become a national
mittee, should take swift action leader as a representative. Carry
with regards to the candidacy of ing one percent of Democrats
many ' of the so-called merely evinces the fact that he
"Democratic hopefuls."
The has a headquarters for his cam
DNC's approach is both alarming paign. Likewise, Gephardt is a
and misguided.
Concededly good Democratic leader in the
less unfortunately), House, and has served well as the
(though
President Bush presents a diffi- minority voice for some time.
cult challenge to overcome for However, his campaign has been
any Democratic candidate in dwarfed by the fact that his ap2004. Why, then, Mr. McAuliffe, peal is similar to that of many
is the Democratic Party tolerating other candidates. Nonetheless, as
the circus that has become its a representative from a state that
Presidential Campaign? My pro- will be contested, Gephardt could
posal is to narrow the field to . turn into a serious candidate as
three candidates who have a le- Vice President, a la Al Gore in
gitimate chance of winning not 1992. Recent polls have demon
only the nomination, but also the strated that Gephardt is a ·viable
general election. In other words, national candidate.
Third, Senator John Edwards.
to many contenders: "Get out of
the race, you are confusing the Personally, I think that Edwards
electorate!" This way, the De- presents an interesting choice for
mocratic base can rally around the Democrats. He comes from a
one candidate and present a clear union family and can deliver a
message to the critical mass - the concise message. Furthermore,
twenty to thirty percent of the he has the demeanor that will
truly undecided. In order to dem- wear well on the national stage.
onstrate my point, let's examine Most importantly, if Edwards can
the viability of each candidate demonstrate that he could break
individually.
the Republican stranglehold on
First, Ambassador Carol the South and win one state (e.g.,
Moseley Braun. In the latest North Carolina), he will be a
Zogby poll, she returned with a frontrunner come spring. None
competi_tive five percent among theless, he has been unable to
Democratic voters. While she make national progress since
carries an impressive resume, I June. For Christmas, he should
think that she will better serve the get his walking papers.
country, and the party, as the next
Fourth, Reverend Al Sharpton. ·
Democratic President's Secretary I have enjoyed Sharpton's pres
ofEducation.
ence in the race thus far, but I
Second, Representatives Den- think that be should discontinue
ms Kucinich and Richard his campaign before the New
Gephardt. I consider them one, Year. Sharpton has provided a
because each has equal prospects. viewpoint that is unique to the
Although a good speaker and an other candidates. As such, his
attractive idealist, Kucinich part in the early debates was

beneficial. Moreover, his candi
dacy forces the media to at least
hear his position. Yet I think that
he should bow out after the early
Iowa Caucus -and New Hamp
shire Primary.
Fifth, Governor Howard Dean.
Dean has revitalized the once dis
carded liberal masses of the old
regime. His contributions to the
unification of the Democratic
base are admirable, and thus he
should continue his campaign.
However, I believe that Dean
represents a losing ticket in the
general election to the degree of
one George McGovern. In a
campaign against Bush that asks
every voter to ali~ with a party
(which will be the result of
Dean's incessant anti-Bush rheto
ric), the Democrats will lose,
unless voter turnout is unusually
high. Dean must demonstrate
appeal to moderates - before he
gets the nomination.
Sixth, Senator John Kerry.
Kerry symbolizes a dying breed
of northeast political candidates.
While his resemblance to the
Kennedy family is startling, I
doubt that his candidacy will
C<PT){ ~qch a siwilafi~.
Yet
Kerry has been a strong candidate
throughout the early months.
Kerry is very smart, but ulti
mately, he suffers from the same
personal attributes of Al Gore,
and comes off as a bore. The lat
est turmoil in his campaign will
prove to be a desperate attempt of
a failed campaign or a brilliant
tactical shift.
Seventh, General Wesley
Clark.
Clark bas two major
flaws: he is not a politician, and
he may be a Republican. None
theless, the Democratic establish-

no

ment (Bill and Hillary) has se
lected Clark as the candidate for
the Party. Furthermore, his status
as a general neutralizes the Re
publicans-are-better-at-homeland
security/defense argument. This
strength may outweigh his short
comings. More to the point, the
Democrats recognize that with
Clark, they can win. However,
after his quick ascension in the
polls, Clark has proven to be less
like Eisenhower every week.
Finally, Senator Joseph Lieber
man. Lieberman has run, at best,
a lukewarm campaign. Riding the
coattails of the 2000 disaster, Lie
berman's campaign has presumed
that he is entitled to the nomina
tion. Yet Lieberman should qui
etly withdraw to his seat in the
Senate and continue his service.
Although the most recognizable
Democrat in the field last year,
Lieberman has not made progress
in any of the major primary states.
In fact, he has elected to forgo the
early primaries. Consequently, he
should stop the charade and turn
his voters to one of the remaining
feasible candidates.
In a close election between the
minority party and an incumbent
wartime (that's right, it's not over)
President, the critical votes will be
decided by moderate states by
moderate voters.
(See, 1992
Presidential Election) In order to
convince those voters that the De
mocratic candidate is worthy of
their votes, the Party must rally
behind its candidate early next
year. However, by maintaining an
egalitarian method of potential
nominees, those voters will be
alienated and compelled to re
elect President Bush.
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